
Workplace Safety Advocate; Culture Change Agent;
Inspirational Speaker

https://www.kmprod.com/speakers/candace-carnahan

Bio

Candace Carnahan believes sharing stories saves lives. Lauded as one of
the “faces of the future” by Maclean’s magazine, Carnahan relates her
unique life lessons to the challenges, obstacles, and goals of the
organizations she works with to inspire audiences to put caring into action.
She helps people understand that they can and should take the lead with
their own well-being, and challenges people to think about safety as an
opportunity, not an obligation. With irrepressible energy, her transformational
talks leave audiences motivated and poised for change.

Carnahan’s path as a speaker resulted from a devastating workplace incident in which she lost
her leg at the age of 21. It was an incident that could have taken her life, and it was completely
preventable. Since that day more than 20 years ago, Carnahan has continually challenged
herself, both personally and professionally. Outside of her work she has taken the road less-
travelled — literally — including trekking the 500-mile Camino de Santiago.

With nothing more than a microphone and a breadth of stories, Carnahan captivates. She is just
as at home on conference stages as she is on offshore rigs, or production facilities — anywhere
employees are making decisions about their safety. More than half a million people worldwide
have already experienced Carnahan’s keynotes and sessions, and she is constantly finding
ways to connect and provoke real change in attitudes. Her mantra “See Something. Say
Something” ends each of her talks, leaving her audiences ready to ignite the “courage to care”,
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to act, and to be safe.

Bringing a unique approach to companies tackling their biggest challenges around safety,
Carnahan changes the way people and companies think. She has shared her message with
companies across the world, including Weyerhaeuser, ExxonMobil, and BASF.

Topics

Virtual or Live Presentations:

Bridging the Gap: Exploring the Connection Between Psychological
and Physical Safety [morelink]

The First Step [morelink]

It Could Happen to You [morelink]

The Yellow Chair [morelink]

Returning Safely to Work [morelink]

To inquire about Candace Carnahan's speaking schedule & booking safety speaker Candace
Carnahan contact us.
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